KREATIZE supports manufacturers of medical equipment in the fight against
Covid-19
KREATIZE supports its customers from the medical technology sector by
●
●
●

regular updates on current capacities of its suppliers,
priority processing of orders related to the protection against Covid-19,
express delivery of medical material in relation to Covid-19 at no extra charge.

Berlin, 31.03.2020 – KREATIZE, the leading German procurement platform for machinery and
equipment manufacturers, presents its assistance in the fight against Covid-19.
The mission of KREATIZE is to provide companies with immediate access to unlimited machine
capacities and this is in these days more important than ever. "We are convinced that we can only win
the battle against Covid-19 together", explains Simon Tüchelmann, founder and CEO of KREATIZE.
"Everyone can make their contribution. And this is why we have decided to reserve capacities for all
companies that are committed to the fight against the Covid-19 and give them priority treatment. We
are already helping some of our customers in the medical technology sector to increase their
capacities as quickly as possible in order to deliver urgently needed equipment. Thanks to our
network of over 500 suppliers, we are able to produce high-quality special parts without supply
bottlenecks even in times of crisis," Tüchelmann continues.
Corona-Task-Force establishment
KREATIZE therefore offers its reserved capacities in the turning, milling, laser cutting and 3D printing
areas to all companies that need support in the production of medical equipment. For this purpose,
KREATIZE has set up a Corona-Task-Force to process incoming orders immediately and send the
deliveries by express at no extra charge.
"We know that our contribution is small compared to the efforts of many doctors and nurses, but we
hope that our actions will enable the urgently needed medical equipment to be delivered as quickly as
possible," says Tüchelmann. "The fact that our vision of automated purchasing is proving to be
particularly effective in times of crisis, encourages us to continue in the same vein".

How KREATIZE works
With locations in Berlin, Wroclaw, Balingen, and Tübingen, KREATIZE unites the best of both worlds –
industrial know-how in the south and tech expertise in Berlin and Wroclaw. Via the KREATIZE
platform, machinery and equipment companies and manufacturing partners can easily handle the

entire process from ordering to delivery of industrial components. "We offer machinery and
equipment companies a real added value by automating the entire procurement process and, hereby,
accelerating it substantially", explains Tüchelmann. Customers can request an offer with just a few
clicks, order components and have full transparency about their order. Manufacturing partners
benefit from higher capacity utilization and better market access.
About KREATIZE
KREATIZE is the leading German procurement platform for the machinery and equipment industry.
The company was founded in Tübingen in 2015 by Daniel A. Garcia Rodriguez (CTO) and Simon
Tüchelmann (CEO). In February 2020 KREATIZE took over fabrikado GmbH. The takeover drives
further KREATIZE’s expansion and allows to extend its offering of laser cutting and 3D printing
processes with instant price generation via the online shop. Since then, CCO is Thomas Hoffmeister,
one of the founders of fabrikado. KREATIZE currently employs 70 people.
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